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“Sometimes it is simple adjustments in treatment care that can enormously affect drug 
exposure and patient outcomes. A recent study at Erasmus MC showed that a drug 
administered to patients with lung cancer is absorbed more efficiently into the blood stream 
if taken with Coca-Cola. This kind of precision or personalised medicine found at Erasmus 
MC is at the forefront of biomedical research.” 
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Professor Mathijssen is a cancer specialist 

and clinical pharmacologist whose research 

focuses on developing personalised drug 

dosage in order to maximise efficacy and 

minimise side effects. His main research is 

focused on ‘tailored therapy’ of systemic 

anti-cancer agents like taxanes, tamoxifen, 

irinotecan, tyrosine kinase inhibitors, and 

phase I drugs. 

Research conducted in the lab and clinic 

focuses on administering different dosages 

according to both the genetics of a patient 

and certain environmental factors that 

patients are exposed to.    

Environmental factors studied are smoking, 

the time of day a drug is administered and 

how co-medication, alternative medicine, 

and food and drink intake can affect the 

exposure to the body and the efficacy of 

drugs.  
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Results & next steps 

A recent study to come out of the Mathijssen group has shown that a drug administered to 

patients with lung cancer is absorbed more efficiently into the blood stream if taken  

with Coca-Cola. Making simple adjustments to treatment regimes like this can enormously 

affect drug exposure and potentially also patient outcomes.   

Professor Mathijssen and his group are collaborating with other universities in the Netherlands 

to conduct large-scale clinical trials studying dosage levels for patients with cancer. These trials 

include breast cancer patients taking Tamoxifen. In order to translate Professor Mathijssen’s 

work into daily clinical practice for patients, clinical trials are a costly but necessary exercise.  

Impact

This form of precision or personalised medicine is at the forefront of biomedical research. 

Advances in personalised medicine create a more unified treatment approach specific to 

the individual and their genome. Personalised medicine may provide better diagnoses with 

earlier intervention, and therefore more efficient drug development and therapies. 

 

Being able to precisely dose each patient with the right amount of drug will have a significant 

effect on health economics; reducing health care bills through reduced drug purchase costs 

and reduced side effect monitoring & treatment. Additionally, prescribing the optimal amount 

of drug will mean that most drugs could be used for longer periods of time and prevent 

patients having to switch to more expensive alternatives.  
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